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The network of roads on the landscape is vast, and contributes a suite of negative ecological effects on
adjacent habitats, ranging from fragmentation to contamination by runoff. In addition to the immediate
consequences faced by biota living in roaded landscapes, road effects may further function as novel agents of
selection, setting the stage for contemporary evolutionary changes in local populations. Though the
ecological consequences of roads are well described, evolutionary outcomes remain largely unevaluated. To
address these potential responses in tandem, I conducted a reciprocal transplant experiment on early life
history stages of a pool-breeding salamander. My data show that despite a strong, negative effect of roadside
pools on salamander performance, populations adjacent to roads are locally adapted. This suggests that the
response of species to human-altered environments varies across local populations, and that adaptive
processes may mediate this response.

T

he global network of roads has expanded rapidly over the last half century and continues to increase across
the earth’s surface1,2. In the United States, an estimated 13.7 million lane km of roads bisect the landscape3,
and cover approximately 1% of the land4. A random point placed somewhere within the coterminous United
States is typically less than 1 km from the nearest road5. Traffic on this network has increased fourfold in as many
decades, from 1960 – 20006. Despite the obvious benefit of roads for transport, accidents on roads result in
substantial loss of human life and increased economic burdens. Globally, annual estimates of road fatalities
exceed 750,000, while those of economic cost of crashes exceed US $500 billion7. The ecological consequences
caused by the presence and increasing use of roads are manifold, and predominantly negative in effect. For
example, roadkill causes an estimated one million vertebrate deaths per day in the United States, while habitat
fragmentation elicits a host of indirect effects8. Surface runoff and leaching result in the deposition of myriad
chemical contaminants into adjacent habitats9. Collectively, these effects are reported to extend well beyond the
immediate footprint of roads, and are estimated to ecologically affect 19% of the land in the United States4. These
consequences of roads are especially well described for amphibians, for which studies have revealed patterns of
reduced abundance and diversity10, movement11, and gene flow12 along with increases in prevalence of malformations13. Similarly, experimental exposure to road adjacency and chemical runoff has generally negatively influenced embryonic and larval amphibian performance traits, such as growth, development, and survival14,15.
These ecological studies have given us keen insights into immediate outcomes associated with roads. These
insights, however, are generally based on traditional ecological frameworks, which have assumed that biological
responses to negative environmental effects are fixed, ignoring the possibility that evolutionary processes act fast
enough to matter. However, we now recognize that evolutionary and ecological processes interact strongly16, and
that contemporary evolution influences ecological outcomes across small spatial and temporal scales17. The
potential for this influence may be especially pronounced in human-altered contexts, where rates of phenotypic
change are high relative to undisturbed settings18. For example, studies of the moor frog (Rana arvalis) have
revealed adaptation of acid tolerance in populations that breed in low pH aquatic environments with a history of
anthropogenic inputs of acidifying agents19–21. Thus, from an eco-evolutionary perspective, the negative influences of roads should be viewed not only as threats to persistence, but also as potential agents of natural selection,
setting the stage for adaptive responses.
In light of this perspective, I evaluated the effects of road adjacency on a pool-breeding amphibian while
accounting for the possibility that local populations might exhibit differential responses mediated by evolutionary
processes. Specifically, I hypothesized 1) that roadside pools would induce negative effects on early aquatic life
stages of the spotted salamander (Ambystoma maculatum), and 2) that within roadside pools, local populations
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would outperform foreign populations as predicted by the local
adaptation hypothesis22. I evaluated these hypotheses by conducting
a reciprocal transplant experiment across 10 natural temporary
pools—five roadside and five woodland—comprising typical breeding sites for the spotted salamander (Fig. 1). I measured survival,
growth, and development of hatchling stage larvae. These phenotypic variables have been broadly categorized as performance or
viability traits that have been shown in amphibians to correlate positively with survival at later life history stages23. That they have further
been shown in amphibians to be heritable24 and undergo selection23
suggests they are suitable phenotypic indicators of local adaptation
and population success in this system. I used mixed models to analyze these responses in relation to the interaction between population
(hereafter deme) and grow-out environment (the so-called genotype

by environment, or G x E, interaction). To test for local adaptation, I
compared the responses of ‘‘local vs. foreign’’ demes in the roadside
environment. This criterion is regarded as diagnostic of local adaptation when the local deme has higher fitness than the foreign deme22.
Because the effect of environment may be inherited maternally yet
independently of genotype, I also tested embryo size, a maternally
mediated trait known to confer positive effect on offspring survival
and growth in amphibians (reviewed by25). Lastly, to begin to understand the mechanism by which road proximity influences salamander performance, I characterized the environment at each pool
by estimating a suite of abiotic variables (see Methods) associated
with amphibian distribution and performance26. I expected that these
characteristics might vary with road proximity, and thus act as
potential agents of natural selection in roadside pools.

Figure 1 | Reciprocal transplant design showing locations of each of 10 pools in northeastern Connecticut, USA. Like symbols indicate paired pools.
Red symbols represent roadside pools; blue symbols represent woodland pools. The interstate highway (I-84) and on/off-ramp infrastructure is indicated
in yellow. Primary roads are heavily shaded, while secondary and unpaved roads are lightly shaded. Inset indicates approximate study site location within
Connecticut.
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Results
The roadside environment had a strong negative effect on embryonic
salamander survival, regardless of deme (Posterior mean 5 21.48;
95% CI 5 22.40 – 20.42; Pmcmc 5 0.005). Survival in roadside pools
averaged just 56%, as compared to 87% in woodland pools (Fig. 2).
Thus, an average of 36% fewer individual embryos survived to hatching in roadside versus woodland pools. I also found that survival
differed with respect to the G x E interaction (Posterior mean 5
1.12; 95% CI 5 0.13 – 2.10; Pmcmc 5 0.028. Specifically, within
roadside pools, the roadside deme outsurvived the woodland deme
by an average of 25% (Fig. 2). While the difference in survival is
substantial within roadside pools, I did not detect evidence of a
tradeoff to survival in woodland pools. Namely, average survival
within woodland pools was statistically equivalent between the two
demes (Posterior mean 5 20.05; 95% CI 5 20.81 – 0.77; Pmcmc 5
0.889). With regard to developmental and growth rates, neither trait
varied across the G x E interaction, nor with respect to deme.
However, regardless of deme, embryos raised in roadside pools
developed at a 5.5% slower rate on average than those raised in
woodland pools (Posterior mean 5 20.004; 95% HPD 5 20.0063 –
20.0024; Pmcmc , 0.001). The inclusion of embryo size did not affect
phenotype or qualitatively alter the G x E interaction in any of the
models. However, embryo size itself differed between the two environments: at the time of collection, embryos from roadside pools were
estimated to be 11.3% smaller on average than those from woodland
pools (MCMC mean 5 20.81; 95% HPD 5 21.58 – 20.79; Pmcmc 5
0.033). With regard to abiotic conditions, only specific conductance
varied with respect to pool environment. Namely, specific conductance averaged 886 mS in roadside pools, as compared to 28 mS in
woodland pools, yielding a 32-fold increase in conductivity as a result
of road proximity. Accordingly, analysis of water samples revealed
that chloride ions were highly elevated in roadside pools, averaging
188 mg/l, as compared to 2.8 mg/l in woodland pools.
Discussion
The impacts on salamander larvae born into roadside pools in this
system are severe. Given the context for carry-over effects of the
aquatic environment onto juvenile and adult survival in amphibians23,27, this result supports the hypothesis that roadside pools

Figure 2 | Spotted salamander survival across the G x E interaction.
Survival (6 SEM) is shown here as the mean proportion of individuals
surviving to hatching across all experimental units (N 5 100). The
woodland deme is represented by open circles (O) while the roadside deme
is represented by filled squares (&). The environment in which the animals
were grown out is on the x-axis.
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induce negative consequences for spotted salamanders. More broadly, these findings provide further evidence that roads negatively affect biota occupying road adjacent habitats. Yet critically, while the
outcome described here corroborates a body of literature reporting
negative road effects, it reveals that even across small spatial scales,
local population responses can describe substantial variation in the
capacity to tolerate human mediated environmental change28. The
interaction between deme and environment demonstrates that roadside demes of the spotted salamander are adapted to the negative
influence of roadside pools. Though such adaptation does not equate
success, it indicates that demes inhabiting roadside pools are more
capable of surviving there than those populations from just hundreds
of meters away. This suggests that even though roadside environments are harsh places to live, some species—even vertebrates—may
adapt. More broadly, given that the differential responses detected
across populations here would remain opaque to traditional ecological approaches, eco-evolutionary approaches may redefine our
current understanding of road effects.
The G x E interaction found here suggests a role for a genetic
component in explaining the pattern of local adaptation. Yet, given
that individuals in this experiment were wild captures, non-genetic
properties such as maternal effects may also have influenced the
differential responses between demes. To evaluate the role for maternal effects, I estimated embryo size, a trait found to be maternally
mediated and associated with offspring performance in amphibians29. I found that embryo size did not affect phenotype or qualitatively alter the G x E interaction. Thus, there is no evidence of egg size
mediated maternal effects influencing the pattern of local adaptation
in this system. This conclusion is further supported by the observation that embryos from roadside pools were on average 11.3%
smaller than those from woodland pools. Separately, this distinction
could reflect differential allocation of resources by female spotted
salamanders to reproduction in these two environments. Such trends
are most often explained by a ‘‘quantity over quality’’ tradeoff.
However, in a related study, spotted salamander egg masses in roadside pools contain 24% fewer eggs on average than those from woodland pools30, a pattern inconsistent with such a tradeoff. In this
system, even though eggs from the roadside deme were smaller, they
outsurvived those from the woodland deme. This pattern runs
counter to typical maternal effects, in which size is positively correlated with subsequent performance (but see31). While positive maternal effects may be mediated by egg quality, rather than size, emerging
literature reports that in degraded environments, maternal effects
exert negative influence on offspring success as a result of contaminant transfer32. While this does not rule out the potential influence of
maternal effects, it does suggest that maternal effects alone may not
be adequate to explain this pattern of local adaptation. As an alternative explanation for the relative difference in survival within roadside
pools, woodland populations may simply be less tolerant of translocation effects. However, in a related common garden experiment
comprising identical families and populations (S.P.B., unpublished
data), overall survival was high (90%) and did not differ between
roadside and woodland demes (MCMC mean 5 20.02; 95% HPD
5 20.17 – 0.14; Pmcmc 5 0.810). This suggests that any effect of
translocation is minimal and equivalent between the woodland
and roadside demes. Thus, the relative increase in survival shown
by roadside demes is not generic to novel environments, but instead
represents an adaptation to roadside pools.
Together, these findings point to the potential influence of genetic
differentiation between roadside and woodland demes, suggesting
that the adaptation to roadside pools is evolved. Yet, our knowledge
of gene flow in this species suggests that populations are structured
across relatively larger spatial and temporal scales than exist across
the roadside-woodland gradient in this system33,34. However, evidence for high site fidelity in the spotted salamander35 coupled with
our understanding that roads restrict, and even collate, gene flow36
3
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suggests that local genetic differentiation in this system is indeed a
possibility. It is further worth noting that our current understanding
of gene flow in the spotted salamander is based on neutral markers,
which do not reflect variation in genes experiencing rapid selection.
Thus, future studies of genetic structure in this system that interrogate non-neutral markers—capable of revealing differentiation associated with contemporary adaptive responses—hold great promise
in parsing the relative contributions of environmental and genetic
mechanisms of variance.
From among the suite of abiotic variables estimated across pools,
only specific conductance varied with respect to road adjacency. As a
measure of electrical conductivity, specific conductance of water is
known to increase with the presence of ions and metals, both of
which are commonly found in runoff9. Thus, runoff in this system
is likely contributing a suite of contaminants into roadside pools.
Among these, roadsalt is a likely constituent given the context of
winter road deicing in the region. Indeed, the elevated levels of chloride ions detected in roadside pools are likely the result of the application and subsequent runoff of roadsalt, which is predominantly
composed of sodium chloride in the northern U.S. and within the
study region37. Together, this suggests that for aquatic stage amphibians, runoff may be the critical constituent of road proximity acting
as an agent of natural selection and capable of inducing adaptive
responses.
To my knowledge, this is the first phenotypic evidence of local
adaptation to roadside habitats by a vertebrate. The divergent response
revealed here demonstrates that even when exposed to novel, harsh
conditions induced by contemporary anthropogenic disturbance, these
vertebrates are capable of adaptation on contemporary timescales and
across small scales of space. Indeed, aerial imagery38 suggests that four
of the five roaded sites within this study were first paved 44 to 58 years
prior (with the fifth at least 75 years prior), and pond pairs ranged
from 880 – 6060 m apart. However, these results should be interpreted
cautiously given two key assumptions: first, that performance traits
reported here are positively correlated with fitness, and second, that
the observed patterns of differentiation are not reversed at later lifehistory stages. Evidence from related species and systems suggest these
assumptions are valid, yet they remain untested across these demes. In
addition to these assumptions, it is worth considering that embryos
were exposed to roadside pool water for up to 48 hours prior to the
start of the experiment. It is conceivable that this small window of early
exposure improved hatchling survival via plastic responses associated
with reaction norms. However, this seems unlikely given the strong
negative effect of roadside pools.
Regardless of mechanism, these results provide support for an
alternative perspective on the dialogue concerning species responses
and the environments being reshaped by human activities39. However, it remains to be determined whether the adaptation observed in
this system will facilitate population persistence given the overall
negative effect of roadside pools. The long-term success of such
populations will depend on the rate of environmental change in
relation to factors such as functional genetic diversity, which may
constrain responses.

Methods
Natural history and site selection. The spotted salamander (Ambystoma
maculatum) is widely distributed throughout eastern North America, with a range
extending from southern Quebec to the southeastern United States40. Within the
study region, spotted salamanders breed in late March or early April, when adults
migrate from upland terrestrial habitat into ephemeral wetlands to reproduce. In this
study region, females oviposit egg masses containing approximately 100 embryos per
mass. Embryos develop over 8–10 weeks before hatching, and continue to develop as
aquatic larvae throughout the summer until they metamorphose into terrestrial
juveniles41.
I used National Wetland Inventory Maps42 and visual driving searches to identify
roadside pools located less than 10 m from a paved road within the Yale Myers Forest
region in northeastern CT (Fig. 1 inset), an area characterized by large swaths of
native forest and low human population density. In spring 2009, I selected for
experiment the five roadside pools believed to be most influenced by runoff by
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choosing those with the highest specific conductance values. I then assigned to each
roadside pool a woodland pool, located at least 200 m from the nearest paved road,
and thereby yielding five unique pool pairs. To control for confounding variation, I
selected woodland pools that minimized inter-pair distance, while at the same time
maximized similarity in pool size, forest canopy cover, and emergent vegetation.
Reciprocal transplants were conducted within each of these five pairs (Fig. 1).
Reciprocal transplant experiment. In the days leading up to breeding (signaled by
the appearance of conspecific egg masses in like pools located in central and southern
Connecticut), I monitored pools daily for the arrival of new egg masses. From each
pool, I collected a subset of embryos from egg masses less than 48 hours old, with a
target of 10 egg masses per pool. There were no conspicuous differences in the
embryos themselves between sites, and selection of embryos from within each egg
mass was haphazard. Thus, any potential effect of the , 48 hour exposure did not
bias the subset of embryos employed in the experiment. I selected egg masses that
were spatially distributed (if possible)43 and conspicuously large and distinct so as to
avoid sampling masses that might have originated from the same female. From each
egg mass, I carefully dissected out two clusters of 10 embryos. One cluster was stocked
into one of five experimental enclosures in the origin pool while the other was
relocated (suspended in a small enclosure containing pool water, and incubated
within an iced cooler) to the transplant pool and also assigned to one of five
experimental enclosures. Each pool contained five experimental blocks, with each
block containing one local enclosure and one transplanted enclosure. I targeted
stocking 10 embryos from each of two egg masses per enclosure, yielding one unique
pairing of egg masses (hereafter ‘‘clutch pair’’) that was replicated across, but not
within pool pairs. This design was chosen to maximize family level diversity while
maintaining an additional level of replication at the clutch pair level, while at the same
time balancing logistics of resources and spatial constraints within pools. Enclosure
assignment was haphazard for each clutch pair. Because two woodland pools
presented fewer than 10 oviposited clutches (n 5 6, n 5 8 respectively), a total of 88
enclosures each were stocked with 20 embryos (from 44 unique clutch pairs) while 12
enclosures each were stocked with 10 embryos (from 6 unique clutch pairs). Thus,
across 10 pools, I stocked a total of 100 enclosures, 88 of which contained 20 embryos
each, while 12 contained 10 embryos each. At the conclusion of the experiment, when
all eggs had either hatched or died, I estimated hatchling survival, developmental rate,
and growth rate.
Each enclosure consisted of a 14 l plastic container equipped with six 7 cm
diameter ventilation holes on the sides and a 25313 cm hole in the lid. I screened
over the side ventilation holes with Noseum mesh (ca. 97 holes per cm2) affixed
with Gorilla Glue around the edges, thus creating a barrier to aquatic predators, yet
facilitating water flow. Mesh was also affixed to the top ventilation hole using Gorilla
Glue and Duct Tape. The inside of each enclosure was fitted with a piece of hardware
cloth that acted as a cradle to support egg clusters off the bottom of the enclosure. Two
pieces of closed cell blue foam (ca. 2.535336 X cm) were secured to the long sides of
the enclosures with Silicone II and stainless steel screws. This provided flotation such
that embryos were submerged but suspended at a height comparable to that of
naturally oviposited egg masses.
Size and developmental stage of eggs and hatchlings. Immediately after stocking
eggs into field enclosures, I placed egg masses on ice and returned them to the
laboratory in New Haven, CT. There, I dissected approximately five eggs from each
egg mass and placed them in a glass petri dish in which photographs were captured
with a digital camera attached to a dissecting stereomicroscope. Vitelline membranes
surrounding embryos were left in place. I used ImageJ software44 to estimate the twodimensional surface area of each embryo represented by a best-fit ellipse. I also
estimated the developmental stage of each egg mass from this sample45. At the end of
the experiment, I set aside a subset of surviving hatchlings from each enclosure for
a separate experiment and analysis. From the remaining survivors, I then preserved a
target of three, haphazardly selected individuals. For each of these individuals, I used
a dissecting stereomicroscope to assess snout-vent length (SVL) and developmental
stage46.
Characterizing roadside and woodland environments. In each pool, I measured
seven environmental characteristics associated with amphibian distribution and
performance26. Specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, pH, and wetland depth were
measured twice (20 April and 22 May 2009) during the experiment, while
temperature was measured every thirty minutes using deployed temperature loggers.
All water parameter measurements were taken 10 cm below the surface at the
location of the deepest point in each pool. In roadside pools, specific conductance was
also measured at the base of the water column because a strong, vertical halocline is
present. I therefore chose to analyze and report specific conductivity as the mean
value taken from the top and bottom of each roadside pool. To estimate the influence
of forest canopy cover, I captured leaf-off hemispherical photographs (on 1 April
2011) at each of five locations per pool (2 m from shore at each of the four cardinal
compass points plus the approximate center of pool). I used HemiView software47 to
estimate global site factor (GSF)—a measure of solar radiation reaching the water
surface (see48). GSF was calculated for each of two dates spanning the experiment
(10 Apr; 16, May). From the overall temperature dataset, I calculated average
temperature over each of two time periods, 06 – 28 April 2009, and 29 April 2 20 May
2009. I also collected water samples over two periods to assay the concentration of
chloride ions using liquid chromatography.
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Statistical analyses. All statistical analyses were conducted in R V. 2.13.149. I
composed a suite of mixed effects models to evaluate performance variables across the
G x E interaction. Specifically, I analyzed survival as a bivariate response of successes
and failures, while I analyzed derived growth and developmental rates separately as
univariate responses. All models of performance variables were composed with and
without embryo size as a covariate in order to estimate the potential influence of egg
size mediated maternal effects. Each response variable was fit across a suite of models
that differed in random effects structure (Table S1). For each response variable, I
evaluated for inference the most parsimonious model with respect to both the
significance of interacting main effects and the random effect structure as indicated
by lowest AIC or DIC scores for Gaussian and binomial responses respectively (Table
S2). I also used mixed effects models to evaluate the influence of pool type on both
embryo size and the suite of abiotic variables. For all models, I used MCMC
randomization methods to conduct inference50. Complete details regarding these
analyses and their respective estimates are found in Supporting Information.
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